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Students Encourage Each Other to VOTE,
Take a Stand and Be Heard in 2004 Election

•

Bush Narrowly Wins 2004
Presidential Election by 3 %
BY STEPHANIE HALL AND TAHMAN
BRADLEY
Contributing Wnters

After Sen. John Kerry conceded the
election, President George W. Bush told
Americans in his victory speech that
he will need the support of the nation
throughout the next four years and will
do whatever is necessary to earn their
trust. However, Howard University students felt mixed emotions after learning of his re-election. The decision
was made after Kerry and his advisers
recognized that the estimated 150,000
provisional and absentee ballots in
Ohio would not be enough to surmount
Bush's small lead.
"I feel like my vote didn't even matter," said junior broadcast journalism

major Patrice Johnson. "And now that major Jason Ravin. ''I think it's evident
Bush has won, African-Americans have that the Supreme Court is going to take
to be even inore active."
a conservat1ve shift which historically
With Bush claiming 279 electoral has been bad for Blacks. I also think
votes, he had nine more than need- conservatives are winning the cultural
.
ed to win the election. The Associated war.
Press reported that roughly 120 million
Kerry told his supporters that he
people, 60 percent of eligible voters, too, wishes the election had turned out
cast ballots in Tuesday's election. Bush differently.
won the popular vote with 51 percent
''But in an American election, there
of overall votes, while Kerry gained 48 are no losers, because whether or not
percent.
our candidates are successful, the next
Despite his commitment to earn morning, we all wake up as Americans,"
the trust of the American public, many he said in his concession speech. "And
students lack faith in Bush and are that, that is the greatest privilege and
upset that he was elected to serve his the most re1narkable good fortune that
second term.
can come to us on Earth."
"I think we'll survive but I think
Kerry also addressed those who
we're going to be in a sad condition for encouraged him to pursue a court
sometime," said senior political science
See BUSH, Campus AS

By narrowly winning the state of Ohio, President George W. Bush
was re-elected to serve his second term In the White House.
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In a unique measure to get students to the voting polls on Election Day, Scion automobiles visited Howard
and 15 other universities across the country to give free rides to and from polling precincts in their "Drive
the Vote" campaign. In addition to getting college students to the polls, they had a chance to see Scion's xB,
Xa and tC up close.
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Arts & Sciences Holds
Town Hall Meeting
After all the
buzz about the
election, how
did it feel to
finally cast your
ballot?

Sabrena Pringle
Junior
Political Science
"It was cool, I felt as
though I was gro\Vll."

Mark Nation
Freshman
Radiotrelevision/Film
"I'm an international
student, so I couldn't
vote. But I think Bush
was going to win
anyway."

Ashley Mack
Junior
English
"I voted absentee, so
I'm pretty sure my vote
didn't get counted.
I guess I was just
exercising my vote."
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Shaw-Howard Metro
Escalator· Repaired

BY LAUREN STEPHENS

BY AYESHA RASCOE

Hiiitop Stafrf Writer

Hilltop Staff Writer

Students in the College
of Arts and Sciences had the
opportunity to voice their concerns and opinions about the
school on Wednesday evening
in Blackburn Center.
A town hall meeting called
"A Change is Coming," held to
culminate a month of depart- ·
mental meetings, allowed students to speak directly with the
chairs of each department in
t\1arlroe If alt throne· Sraff Photogr1phcr
the College of Arts and Sciences Students, deans and chairpersons within the
regarding their respe~ tive College of Arts and Sciences voiced their
departments.
concerns and suggested possible solutions.
"The departmental town
hall meetings started at the
adopt one of classrooms, we are going to
end of September through the week be proactive in that way," said psycholright before homecoming," said Vice ogy major Teila Cato, the secretary of
President of Arts and Sciences Student the junior class executive board.
Council Danielle Perry. "Each departWhile major strides were made in
ment had the chance to meet with their getting both the students and the prodepartment chair and talk about the fessors in the same room to discuss the
issues then, giving everyone at least issues, the student council realizes that
three weeks to come up with some solu- there is more to be done in an effort to
tions to announce tonight."
improve Arts and Sciences.
Students asked an array of subjects
Despite the small turnout, students
from the mandatory swimming require- who were in attendance felt the exchange
ment to graduation requirements.
of ideas were a step in the right direction
The topic that garnered one of the for the school as a whole.
biggest responses came from acting
"I was disappointed more students
Chair of the Classics Department and didn't come out to voice their concerns
Professor Molly Levine. She dealt with but I do think the concerns they had
the maintenance of the buildings includ- were valid," said junior biology major
ed in Arts and Sciences.
Jessica Blakely. "The department chairs
"Students and teachers alike have seemed to be very receptive."
a lot of problems with the state of the
President of Arts and Sciences Student
classrooms," Levine said. "We are Council Faith L. Walls felt the meeting
always trying to get some money to fix went well but more is to be done.
the broken chairs and desks and I real''We are going to have to come
ized when that question was asked that together, the UGSA reps, the class
if each club took a classroom and started boards, and the E-board to come up
doing [the repairs] themselves if they with solutions, not just the stuff that
are allowed, the best way to get anything can be done with money, but things that
done in life is to do it yourself."
doesn't require money we make suggesLevine's suggestion planted a seed tions for ourselves as and try to change,"
with officers of the various organiza- Walls said. "We don't expect to leave
tions that were in attendance.
Arts and Sciences that way we came to
"[The junior class board] is going to it in May."

Until last Friday, Metrorail travelers
utilizing the Shaw-Howard station faced
a small mountain of 49 immobile steps.
Both escalators at the Howard entrance
of the station were out of service for
repairs since June and were originally
expected to be repaired by July.
Some Howard students who use
this station were often annoyed by this
inconvenience and were left with two
options: make the steep trek or take the
elevator.
"It's been out the entire summer,"
said junior psychology major Donna
Gibson. "I'm tired of it, especially when
it's late at night and you don't know if
someone's hiding [in the stairwells.]"
Steven Taubenkibel,
a public affairs specialist in the Office of
Media Relations for the
Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority,
said the reason for the
delay was that both escalators were undergoing a
process called modernization, requiring that the
entire escalator unit be
replaced.
"It takes quite some
time," Taubenkibel said.
"It takes parts that are
not readily available."
However, he said that
the station's escalators
are now ready for use.
"As of now, it should
be up and running,"
Taubenkibel said. "We're
sorry if it was an inconvenience."
Students are relieved
to know that the escalators are once again
available. However, the
Jordan Colbttt· Asst. Pholo Edllor
delay raised concerns for Students are relieved to know that the ShawLakeshia Orr, a freshman Howard Metro Station escalators are fixed.

administration of justice major.
"It makes you question authority,"
Orr said. "If you were banking on it getting fixed in July, then it's depressing.
You stop depending on [metro authorities]."
Howard students are not the only
students who have complaints about
broken escalators. American University's
campus newspaper, The Eagle, reported
in March of 2004 some of the criticisms
that their undergraduates had about
inoperative escalators.
"I hate the fact that it seems like
one of them is broken or being fixed,"
sophomore Dan Lanini told The Eagle.
"They never just run." The Eagle also
reported that one American University
freshman, Greg Wasserstrom, called the
metro escalators "expensive stairs."

Lost and Misplaced Mail Upsets Students
BY LAUREN STEVENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Every year before the annual School
of Communications Job Fair, each student who registered in advance receives
an itinerary of the events, a listing of
the various organizations in attendance,
and notification of any pre-scheduled
interviews.
This year, however, things were different. Many residents of the Howard
Plaza Towers did not receive their information until the day before the start of
the job fair if at all.
But the problem of lost, misplaced
or late mail has been a serious issue
among residents of all dorms, especially
in the Howard Plaza Towers.
Students like senior biology major
Rassii Elliott were affected by the slow
mail system when he did not receive
his ballot to vote in the presidential
election until the day before it was due.
Elliott was not able to vote beri;iuse the
turn around was too quick and the ballot would not have made it back to his

home state of Texas by the required
close of polls on Tuesday.
"It took a long time to get my ballot," Elliot said. "It was probably here
that Thursday or Friday, but the mail
sorting took an extra week."
Another major concerns that have
been voiced by students is the loss and
failure to notify the recipient of packages in the mailroom.
"They don't have any urgency
to send the notices telling me that I
received a package," said senior sociology major Kendrick Brunson. "Some
things were sent overnight and it took a
week to get the notice. A couple of times
my friends have had to go down [to the
mailroom] and ask if they had any packages and they were there but the [mail
clerks] didn't bother to send a notice."
While students may feel the mail
clerks are negligent in performing their
duties, the supervisor of the Towers
mailroom, Ms. B, wishes that the students would express their complaints
See MAIL, News A?
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Students with complaints about how their mall Is handled are encouraged
by mallroom employees to spend a day working with the staff to observe
the how the mailroom works.

Students Frustrated With Conflicts Over Cab Service
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Deidre Mapp
Junior
English
"After the election, I
didn't feel it \Vas \vorth
it. ..

l'holQll by
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Howard students may not
be featured on HBO's Taxi Cab
Confessions show, not because
they do not want to share their
most intimate thoughts with the
world, but because they have
great difficulty catching a taxi
on campus. Dropped calls, long
waits and sometimes not being
picked up at all, are a few sentiments students offered on their
cab experiences in the District of
Columbia.
"It's a problem and a serious one that needs to be fixed,"
said A'Yana Morgan, a freshman in the College of Arts and
Sciences. "It takes cab companies
two hours to come and take you
where you need to be. If you call
at 2:40, instead of being there
at 3:00, a cab comes at 4:00. It
should be a lot of cabs around
here, especially during the time
of holidays."
Morgan is just one of many
students who feel D.C.'s cab service is unreliable. Though many

cab companies service the area, to catch one on the street."
three of the most popular- Capitol
School of Communications
Cab, Diamond Cab and Yellow Placement Services Assistant
Cab- are featured in the Howard Lincoln Brown, Jr. knows the
University student handbook.
hassles of taxi's all too well, as he
"We get complaints everyday had "good and bad experiences"
and one suggestion for people coordinating transportation for
who may experience problems is dozens of recruiters during the
to ask to speak to the supervi- school's annual job fair at the end
sor instead of arguing with a dis- of last month. Brown also uses
patcher," said Kimberly Lewis, cabs for personal use.
attorney adviser for the D.C. Taxi
"I find the taxi experience
Cab Commission. "One of the here very frustrating, depending
biggest problems is that students on the time of day," Brown said.
call all three companies so when "For example, when I call Yellow
a cab comes, no one is there. It's Cab, sometimes they come right
better just to stick to one com- away and other times it can take
pany and call back if problems an hour. It depends on the comarise."
pany. The University could help
Though students may some- by partnering with a cab comtimes be delayed for weekend pany so if you called on camsocial activities or other events pus they could dispatch a cab in
where time is not of the highest a timely manner and make the
priority, delays can have major whole process easier."
affects.
A Howard transportation
"Where Howard is located, employee stated the office curthere are plenty of cabs riding on rently had nothing in place for
Georgia," Lewis said. "So don't facilitating cab service.
call the dispatcher when you
"If the University wants to
have somewhere to go at a certain set it up, we would definitely be
time because you may do better more than happy to set up a dis-

1ia Goodson- SiafT Pho1ograpber

Students stay they either wait too long when they call cab
companies, or the cabs do not come at all.

patch system with the school,"
Lewis said.
Though students may be dissatisfied with current procedures
and response for catching a cab,
with the continuous growth of
the Shaw, Howard and U Street
areas, it may be easier to catch
a cab, as more businesses and

money enter the area.
"It's better than it used to
be to catch a cab," said Charles
Jones, a 2002 alumnus and graduate film student. "Back then,
the neighborhood was far more
perilous. Because of the environSee CAB, News A?
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BY LAUREN SMITH

Windom: Student
Extraordinaire

Contributing Writer

Ahtd6 AJtundtr-- St•rl' Pho1ogntphtr

This year's Yardfest coordinator and EPP President, senior
public relations major Ravi Windom, Is known by her peers
as professional, promising and multltalented.

With multiple responsibilities and obligations, some students may find it challenging
to be a successful, well-rounded
college student. On the other
hand, there are the few that
work through it and balance
academics and extracurricular
activities at the same time. So
how do these unique individuals succeed?
Just ask senior public relations major Ravi Windom. As
a former Ooh La La dancer,
current president of Endustry
Power Players, coordinator
of this year's Homecoming
Yardfest and future entrepreneur. this Decatur, Ga. native
seems to do it all while maintaining strong professional
and personal relationships
with many people on campus.
Windom said her mother is her
biggest influence.
"She always kept us active,"
she said when commenting on
her experience as the middle
child of three. "My mother
always wanted us to have the
opportunities that she didn't.
I think that's where I get my
drive to excel academically."
But her father is where
she got her love for the music
industry.

"My father was in a band
when he was growing up and
he always sang to us," Windom
said.
Windom's first brush with
the music industry and public
relations came when she was a
freshman in high school when
she was hired to work with the
mayor of Atlanta to coordinate
the nation's largest jazz festival.
"Ever since, I loved the
industry," she said. "When I got
to college, I worked as a promotions assistant for Universal
records, which was exciting."
This experience helped her
to found EPP, she said.
"Some of the other interns
that worked with me kind of got
together to form a supportive
group that promote~ the entertainment industry and plans
promotional events for artists
that come to campus," she said.
"I envision a cohesive, strong
business that I can hopefully
expand."
Additionally,
Windon1
established a chapter on the
campus of Florida
A & M University in which
her younger brother is the president.
Self-described as a down-to
earth individual, Windom said
she knows the importance of
giving respect to everyone.

··1 feel that it is important
never to burn bridges. I have
learned that this business is all
about networking in order to be
successful," she said.
In the future, Ravi aims to
leave a legac.:; at Howard and
looks fonvard to giving back to
her alma mater. "I have always
wanted a plaque hung up in
the library commemorating my
contribution,·• she said chuckling.
A friend of Windom's since
clen1entary school, senior Eric
Hall said she has always been
a leader.
"I remember when Ravi was
in a singing group in seventh
grade," Hall said. "She sang for
a Black history program. She
also danced hip-hop for at least
three years in high school, so
she has always been confident
and comfortable being a leader. She is a Vel') self-motivated
young lady."
Others who have spent time
with Windom also have nothing
but positive things to say about
her such as EPP member Ashley
Peters.
"\Vorking with }v!r this year
during the Yardfest was a great
experience," Peters said. ~From
the little time that I have known
her, she is very professional
and serious about making every
endeavor a success."

..

FRESHMEN SPEAK:

Ot1 a scale of 1 to 1o,·tet1 beit1g the highest, how would:you rate
your first Howard Hot\tecot\tit1g? Was it worth all the hype?
8 out of 10 "l heard nothing but good things
about last year's hon1ecoming, so I felt this
one would be just as good. I \Von 't kno\v for
sure since I didn't go to homecoming last
year but I like the step shO\V this year as well
as the fashion show."

True Vo, fashion merchandising

7 out of 10- " I have never seen so

6 out of 10- "Homccon1ing needed 1nore
organization. The admission and ticket lines \vere
long and chaotic and Yard fest \Vas not good."
Latavia Lewis, marketing

8 out of 10- "The fashion
show was hot, but some of
the lines were too Jong for
tickets."

many beautiful women in my life."

Lauren 1\-lcNary,
international business

Andre Williams, undecided

9 out of 10- "I felt it lived up to the hype
it's been getting. The fashion sho\v \Vas
great, the comedy shO\V \Vas funny and
there \Vere too many things on Saturday
for you not to find something to do."

John Legend and Anthony Hamilton
was a good pcrformance, and the
comedy show \Vas also worth going
to."

the bigger problen1s \\ ith homecoming
along \Vi th son1e of the Yard fest acts.
Other than that I enjoyed myself.
Things this big \\'ill ahvays be over
hyped a little but it \Vas not a bad \Veek
by any means."

Chanel Davis, English

6.5 out of 10- "The week up until Friday \Vas great.
Yardfest •vas horrible and Georgia Avenue \Vas too
crazy and lacked any police to \\'Ulch over the area.
Homecoming to me didn't deliver like it \\'as said to."

James Den1pscy, physical therapy

7 out of I0- "The R& B shO\\' \Vi th

6.5 out of I 0- "The fashion show\\ as pretty good
but in general, Ho1nccon1ing \\Hs over hyped.''

Tre'Von Elam, pharmacy

Sierra Georgia, international business

7 out of 10- "Georgia Avenue was filled with
a bunch of locals and visitors, but that didn't
detract too n1uch frotn the overall week of
hotnccoming."

7 out of 10- •·organization was one of

Christopher George,
radio/tele\·ision/film

6 out of 10- "Lil' Scrappy went to Delaware
State and we got stuck \Vith Yardfcst acts like Mr.
Cheeks. The lines for tickets \Vere out of order as
well. It was promoted but didn't deliver:'

Charisse Bullock, accounting

6 out of I 0- "II onesI ly, my high school
homeco1ning was pretty big and I thought
it \Vas 1norc favorable than llo\vard's."

Sierra Cary-Bro,vn, international business

Quintin Reid, undecided

Compiled by Raymond Gayle

A Moment in Howard's History:
Absentee Ballot Blues Resurface for Students
~~01nent In
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BY T. TAMARA DURANT
Contributing Writer

Howard students in 2000,
just like some students today,
experienced difficulty with trying to vote via absentee ballots.
In the Friday, Nov. 10, 2000
issue of The Hilltop, Hilltop Staff
Writer Kcnrya Rankin wrote
an article entitled "Missing
Absentee Ballots Keep Some
from Voting."
In the article, students
expressed that although they
called their county's board of
elections, they did not get their
ballots before the deadline.
Many of the students came from
swing states.
"Many of those who did not
get them were from high volume
states such as California, Florida
and Michigan," said Nikkole
Salter, who was the vice president of the Howard University
Student Association at the time.
Ercilia Eugene, a senior

in 2000, did not receive her
absentee ballot from the state of
Florida by the deadline.
"I felt like a loser, like I
wasn't able to make a difference," Eugene said.
Late absentee ballots for the
2004 presidential election were
an issue for Howard students
today, also. Charity Kimes, a
biology major from Pennsylvania
also experienced difficulties with
her absentee ballot.
"I sent my application in
October," Kimes said. "I didn't get
my ballot until the Friday before
the election. I needed to have it
postmarked by 5:00 that day."
Another issue for students
is laws that prohibit first-time
voters from using absentee ballots. For example, in the states
of Louisiana and Michigan and
several others, a person may not
use an absentee ballot for their
first election.
Sophomore broadcast journalism major Jabari Stnith was

one of the students excluded
from the election. Since he has
not voted before, including state
and local elections, he was ineligible to vote this year.
"I don't think it's fair," Smith
said. "It was just another way to
keep young people from voting
and laking a stand."
llo\\ ever, this election did
not discouraged Smith.
"I definitely plan to vote [in
the 2008 presidential election],"
he said. "By then, I will have
voted in another election, so I'll
be able to vote absentee."
Rankin offered words of
advice to Hilltop readers in
2000 that can still be applied
today. "There is something that
Americnns can do in anticipation of the next election," she
said. '"They can call their states
now. They can demand to know
why their ballots were not sent
in a timely manner and hold
their county board of elections
accountable."

EMPLOYEE
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BY NICOLE M. fl.::LTON
112 Cl.l(Mi\On·

Contributing Wnter

It is 10 minutes to
5:00 p.m. on the first day
of Spring 2005 registration
and judging by the hefty
number of students swarn1ing outside of Jacqueline
Greenc-Deckard's
office,
she will not be leaving work
anytime soon. However,
Greene-Deckard, the director of acadcn1ic senices in
the School of Business, docs
not n1ind. She is thrilled
at the opportunit) to sel"\e
students any way she can.
"I love Howard students,"
Greene-Deckard
said. "Howard University
produces some of the most
brilliant students in the
world and the best part of
my job is interacting with
them everyday."
Greene-Dt!ckard
has
been working at Howard for
33 years. She started here in
1972 when ?.iilton \\'ilson.
the first dean of the School
of Business, requested that
she implement an Office
of Student Services in the
school. With a degree in
office management from
Texas Southern University,
Greene-Deckard left her
hometown of Houston and
headed to D.C. During her
tenure here, she has been
honored by the University
as the first recipient of the
Excellence Award -at- the
l\fecca. She also has receivet'
honorary membership in
Delta Sig1na Pi Business
Fraternity and Golden Key
International HonorSociety.
As the Director of Academic
Senices, Greene-Deckard
pcrfonns many duties in the
School of Business.
"I'n1
responsible
for all aspects of the stu
dents'
d n1ic l fo
d
Greene-Deckard,
who
ean1l'd a ~1astcr of Business
Administration
from
Howard in 1977. "I advise
with registration, orientation, graduation and C\ crything in between."
Greene-Deckard
also
ad1ninisters course overrides and consults the faculty in the Office of Student
Services She ts responsible
for nearly 1,300 students
and it is her goal to interact
with each and C\'el)' one of
them on a personal basis.
"I handle all the students in this school, and I'm
going to sec all of my students at least once before
they graduate," GreeneDeckard said.
While Greene-Deckard
has been advising students
for over 30 years, she says
that cverv year her n1ost
anticipated mon1cnt is graduation day.
"Oh, I just love seeing
students graduate. That's
the best part of 111y job. I get
to see the fruits of my labor,"
Greene-Deckard said "The
University distributes pink
slips to students to pick up
their caps and gowns. I think
that's cute because giving
someone a pink slip means
they are getting fired. So I
like 'firing' students.'"
In addition to graduation being a tremendous moment for GreeneDeckard, she also cites one
of her most memorable
experiences as advising
Sean Combs when he was a
student here.
"I was Sean Combs'
adviser and I remember

See EMPLOYEE, News A7
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Voter Turnout
At All-Time High
BY KENNETH MAXEY II
Hilltop Staff Writer
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I have waited anxiously 1.440 days since the last
election so that I could have
some part in making sure
that a democratic candidate lhat believes in fairness
equality and opportunity for
all Americans served our
nation. I must admit I was
not a strong Kerry supporter
from the initial point. In fact,
at the beginning I was very
moved by the words and
nuances of words that candidates like the Congressman
Kucinich, Gov. Dean and Al
Sharpton had to say. But for
some reason I knew none of
them would stand the moderate/conservative
outcry
from a party that has to face
one of the most conservative
Republican candidates in a
quarter of a century.
Candidates such
as
Carol Mosley Braun, Richard
Gephardt, Joseph Lieberman,
and even Wesley Cark were
candidates that were likeable
but at the end of the day were
not the right fit for this time
in American presidential politics.
Unlike the others, John
Kerry and John Edwards
presented a since of sincerity,
honor and hope that allowed
me to feel for the first time
since November 2000 that as
an American I had something
to fight for. They presented
the United States and the
world with an alternative to
a President who for the most
part took no prisoners and
was not willing to negotiate
with nations or people that
did not agree with their ideology.
In essence my campaigning for a Democratic
President candidate has been
on-going since the 2000 election debacle. But, essentially
it was not until May of 2004
that I began heavily supporting and working for John
Kerry and the Democratic
National Committee. In the
few months I participated I
saw things that I found to be
so1newhat disturbing but at
the same time other things
that were very promising and
gave me a since of hope.
When I began the journey to place John Kerry and
John Edwards into the White
House, it was in Washington,
D.C. working at the grassroots level in which I was
canvassing and going door
to door. By June the DNC
assigned me director of
fundraising and campaigning in Pasadena, California.
Working alongside othl'r
directors that had worked

on the campaign trail with
other candidates like Richard
Gepahart and Howard Dean
made the office have even
more of a purpose.
Unlike the 2000 convention that seemed to be divided between candidates within the party, 2004 was very
different. I believe everyone
had the same message that
we needed a change in the
\i\'hite House and the way to
do that was by bringing up
the issue that meant most to
the American public.
As Election Day drew
closer and my trust began to
diminish more and more, I
went to some of the battle
ground states to make sure I
did everything in my power
to make sure that people that
had not been beard in 2000
were heard this time.
Then, in the last few
weeks of the election I took
a job with the treasure of
California, Phil Angelides to
assist in coordinating Get
Out The Vote efforts.
As I flew, throughout the state of California I
began to feel that not even
California was a shoe-in for
the democrats. With Bush'
return voter turnout being
able to get 44 percent in the
most liberal state and place
maybe in the world, meant
that Kerry' 55 percent was
good, but was a message from
Gov. Swarzenegger and the
Republicans that California is
inching towards being republican .
Ohio, Florida and all the
States that Kerry and the
democrats lost in this years
election were won in my
opinion because the democrats ran too long on the idea
of something that happened
over 40 years ago. It is time
for the party and its future
leaders to begin now and
rethink and regroup to organize their thoughts into what
they need to do to combat
the effort of the republicans
that have done a tremendous
job at assuring the American
people that the republican
party is Americas party.
Congrat u lations
President Bush and to the all
the Republicans that won. I
hope that the next 1,440 days
are filled with bi-partisanship
and that we continue to progress as a nation in leading the
world in all the great ideas
such as democracy, equality, and opportunity for all.
For those of you that are sitting with your heads down
because your candidates Jost,
don't because with every
defeat comes a reason to want
to strategize for a victory.

\htdo Alnuckr- Siatr Pho•oenphtr

Student proudly wears his 'Vote or Die' T-shirt as he prepares to exercise his right to vote. He is part of the generation of 18 to 24-year-olds that the hip-hop community
targ eted for this year's ra ce.

Jackson Speaks at Divinity Convocation
BY TORI L. SCARBOROUGH
Graduate Editor

The Howard University
School of Divinity held its 18th
annual convocation this week
with keynote speaker Jesse
Jackson,
President/founder
of the Rainbow/ PUSH coalition, who spoke on Wednesday
evening's chapel service in the
Howard Thurman Chapel.
With a quiet and somber
mood that preceded Jackson's
entrance into the room, students,
alumni, faculty and administrators alike waited to hear the prophetic voice of Jesse Jackson, to
speak hope into the results of
the election on Tuesda) evening.
"From Calvary to Capital Hill:
Prophetic Witness and Public
Policy," was the theme for this
years convocation, and it was
appropriate to have Jackson
speak immediately following
election night.
He began with stating, "God
is still in control...this election
had tricks from the enemy and
this election was to either do
two things, intimidate us [the
church community] or to trick
us." Several sighs and amen's
from the audience followed
these statements and beliefs
held by the Reverend. Jackson
urged ministers and the church
community not to trade in their
bibles for IRS papers, but to
set the standard of what the
Black community believes to be
moral.
Students were deeply moved
by the sentiments expressed by
Jackson. "We've [the Black community] got to be far more active
to move from Sunday school theology to the day of slavery where
we were active in our movements. We have to embrace our
history, we cannot separate the
two, we must be radical as Jesus
Christ was," said Robert Fields,
a second year doctorate in ministry student.
Jackson tied in the historical elements of this election to
discuss the African-American
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Jesse Jackson greets faculty member Cain Hope Felder as he prepares to greet students and
answer questions.

communities party affiliation would be supporting if we vote
and how they chose their can- Republican so no blacks won't
didates historically. However, be going back to the Republican
this past election, Jackson Party," Jackson said.
went on to say, the right-wing
After the service, students
Evangelical Christians allowed were amazed by the comments
the candidates to tell them what presented by Jackson. "This
was moral.
event was very enlightening,"
African-Americans
voted said first year doctorate in minin record numbers in Tuesday's istry student Tyrone Garnett.
presidential election, however ''To go back through history and
many went against the tradition see where we have come now, it
of voting down party lines and is an achievement with Congress
voted Republican. Z..tan~· believe having 43 Blacks. I am glad that
Ll}at history ma~ be repeating Rev. Jackson put things into
itself and there may be a trend perspective.
The highlight of the speech
that Blacks may be going back
to the Republican Party. ..No, for one student was when
there will not be a resurgence to Jackson spoke about the Black
the Republican Party, and there community finding a historiwere not that many blacks who cal landmark to remind people
voted Republican. We [blacks] where they have been and where
can't vote to freeze minimum they need to go. Linda Watkins,
wage, we can't ignore the Sudan third year doctorate in ministry
and Haitian problem, we can 't student stated, ""As a church we
ignore these issues that we need to take back what was sto-

Jen from us, we need to take a
role in defining what morality
is and moving outside the fou r
walls of the church and into the
community."
Now that the election is over
and the votes have been counted there must be accountability from the candidates to hold
the standards of a just society.
"The first step of accountability
is voting, the second step is to
monitor the actions of the polling system by listening to the
debates about the three strikes
and hearings on the war. The
real politics is between the elections if we remain active then
we can keep the faith and the
power," Jackson stated.
It is four years to the next
election and getting involved
will be the next step to move
fonvard in accountability.

Grad Dorm Hyped Up and Left Out
BY LAUREN D. PHELPS
Contributing Writer

Everything is in place. The
dry ice is ready to be watered,
the sound effects are raring to
go, the black light is in place,
and the miml is waiting for
his cue. Yes, everything is
read). The judges should be
here at any minute. We worked
all week and were up all night
putting the finishing touches
on our homecoming dorm
decorations, and the time was
finally coming for u-; to show
them off. Yes, .. Phenomenon:
An Episodic Occurrence, .. our
hall definitely reflected the
theme. OK, it's 7 a.m. it should
be any minute now. Everyone
get in place! Keep a look out
for the judges. It should be
any minute now. OK, it's 8:30
a.m.-9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
They never showed.
Once again the residents
of Benjamin E. :r.1ays Hall were
left out of main ca1npus' festivities.
Benjamin E. Mays Hall is
located on 14th and Shepherd
Streets in Northeast D.C. and
is home of several graduate and
undergraduate students, as
well as the School of Divinity.
Since we are so isolated from
main campus, we thought that
it would be a good idea for us
to show school spirit by participating in this year's homecoming activities as a way of
demonstrating our solidarity
with the main campus happenings. Oftentimes, main campus
views [Benjamin E. Mays Hall]
us as a separate entity-that
is if they even acknowledge
us at all-because we are so
far away. As a result, we are
excluded from many of the
events that take place on the
main campus. So, we thought
that we would participate in
the dorm decorating competition to show that we are inter-

ested in Howard's ho1necoming
activities. However. lo further
drive home the point that we
are the campus of the forgotten, the judges never showed
up to our dorm to judge our
hall decorations. This infuriated and frustrated us! Not
only do we not have adequate
shuttle service, meal plans,
access to a gyn1, the iLab
or any of the other benefits
that those on main campus take for granted al the
same expense in which we
are paying to li"e on can1pus, but we can't even get
Residence Life to acknowledge our attempts to demonstrate school spirit.
"I stayed up until 3 in
the morning making sure
that everything was in
place," said Eve Hughes,
a second-year Masters of
Divinity student, ''This is
ridiculous!"
Many of the residents
of Mays Hall shared the
same sentiment. We sat
around Saturday morning discouraged and disappointed. Joshua Fields,
a first-year Masters of
Religious Studies student
and Mays' homecoming
mime, shared in the disappointment, "I knew they
wouldn't show up."
Instead
of
Homecoming promoting
school spirit and unity, it
prompted a heated session
about Howard's shortcomings. When I contacted
Residence Life to find out
why the judges did not
show up to judge our hall,
I could not reach anyone
that could com1nent. Once
again, a no show.
Well, this rant could
go on and on about how
Benjamin E. Mays Hall was
left out of the Homecoming
festivities, bul since the

majority of lhe residents represent the School of Divinity,
including 1nyself, we havl' to
extend the hand of forgh ,,ness.
Yes, we forgi\'e you. but we
will not forget. However, now
you know that a place called
Benjamin E. :r.1ays Hall does
exist and that the residents
here desire to be included in

<Dear
Deal' Laul'yn is The Hilltop's
ad\'ice colun1n catered towards
college students and written
by a voice that understands.
Lauryn, the voice, gives advice
with a dash of urban edge that
leaves the reader entertained yet
informed. This column tackles
issues of the average college student including career choices,
sex, grades, parents and dating.
Letters can be sent to dearlauryn_hu@yahoo.com

Dear Lauryn,
A year ago, I found out that
my first love and best friend
started secretly dating each
other. It broke my heart and
I stopped speaking to both of
them. A year has passed and
I have resumed communicating
with my ex-boyfriend but now
he wants the two of them to
visit me at Howard. I said that it
sounded like a great idea. Am I
making the right decision?
-Am I Ready

main campus' events. The next
time there is an event sponsored by Rcs i<lt 11 ·e ',ife or
by any other organization on
catnpu:; and you extend to us
the hand of fellowship, meet
us half way. Please, make it a
point ta show up.

uryn ...

Dear Am I Ready,
The fact that you are even
considering this visit shows that
you have a free-spirited and loving attitude. I know that you
may want to maintain that welcoming persona but don't jump
into the deep end. Yes, a year has
passed, but are you really ready
to see your ex-boyfriend and exbest friend in a loving rdationship doing the things that lovers
do? Z..1ore importantly, are you
ready to see them do all this on
your territory? Though you're
probably anxious to show how
much you're over him, don't
bite off more than you can chew.
Take baby steps. Start with dinner and move up from there.
Whatever you do, please don't be
a conspirator of a situation that
will only make you feel uncomfortable, or worse, jealous. In
conclusion, don't set yourself
up for the downfall. Thoroughly
analyze the risks and benefits of
this visit then make your final
decision.
-Lauryn
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9 2 1,733
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Oballla Becollles Only Black Senator;
Republicans Strengthen Hold on Congress
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the first Senate race
between two Black candidates in
history, Barack Obama trounced
his opponent, conservative Alan
Keyes, to become the only Black
senator currently serving in the
United States senate. Obama is
the third African-American to
serve in the senate since reconstruction and only the fifth in
the nations history. He defeated Keyes easily, winning by 45
percentage points. All eyes will
be on Obama, particularly from
blacks, as he attempts to live
up to the hype, his candidacy
created.
"We have to remind ourselves that this is really the end
of the beginning. This is not
the end itself," Obama said in
his victory speech to thousands
of cheering supporters. "In the
ultimate equation we will not be
measured by the margin of our
victory, but we will be measured
by whether we are able to deliver
concrete improvements to the
lives of so many people all across
the state who are struggling."
According to CNN.com, Obama
said he would work to pass a
proposal creating academies to
train 25,000 new teachers. He
also has been in favor of expand-

ing existing federal programs,
such as Medicare, to cover more
people. Obama rose to political
stardom when he gave a rousing
keynote address at the democratic national convention this
July. He ·often uses the story
of his own life to show what
people of all races can achieve
by working through their differences. '"'... There is not a liberal America and a conservative
America - there is the United
States of America," Obama said
at the democratic convention.
"There is not a Black America
and White America and Latino
America and Asian America
- there is the United States of
Amerca. We are one people, all
of us pledging allegiance to stars
and stripes, all of us defending
the United States of America."
Born the son of a black man
from Kenya and a white woman
from Kansas, Obama was raised
in Hawaii and Indonesia. He
went on to attend Harvard
University, where he became
the first black president of the
Harvard Law Review. Obama
was perhaps the only bright spot
for democrats in Tuesday's election. The democrats loss their
bid for the white house and
failed to regain control of congress. Republicans made significant gains in the south, pick-

ing up seats in South Carolina,
North Carolina, Georgia, and
Louisiana. Democrats suffered
their most crushing defeat in
South Dakota, where republican
challenger John Thune defeated senate majority leader Tom
Daschle. Daschle became the
first Senate leader in 52 years to
lose a bid for re-election. "Today
the voters of South Dakota spoke
and I am enormously grateful that they have given me the
opportunity to serve as their next
United States senator," Thune
said in his victory speech, CNN.
com reports. Party activists
hoped that the Democrats would
regain control of the Senate, but
this has proven to be a mirage.
Democrats would have needed
to hold on to 19 posts and gain
two more in order to do so.
The Republicans not only held
onto their grip of 51 seats, but
also managed to gain extra four
seats. Republicans were able
to fill open Democratic seats
throughout the South.
In
North
Carolina,
Republican
Representative
Richard Burr won the seat left
open by vice presidential candidate John Edwards. He defeated
Erskine Bowles, a former White
House chief of staff for President
Bill Clinton.
In Louisiana,
Republican
Representative

David Vitter beat Democratic
candidates Rep. Chris John and
state Treasurer John Kennedy,
to become the first Republican
since Reconstruction to be elected senator in Louisiana. For the
Democrat Ernest Hollings' seat in
South Carolina, Republican Jim
DeMint was able to overcome
Democrat Inez Tenenbaum. In
Georgia, Johnny Isakson was
added to the Republican control when he beat out Democrat
Denise Majette.
Besides Obama's victory,
the Democratic Party was able
to claim a successful seat turnover in Colorado where Attorney
General Ken Salazar was able to
defeat Republican Pete Coors.
Republicans were able
to retain their Senate seats in
Kansas, Arkansas, Alabama,
Missouri, Utah, Iowa, Idaho,
Pennsylvania,
and
New
Hampshire, as well as Oklahoma
with Republican Tom Coburn
winning the open seat of
Republican Don Nickles.
Democrats held on to posts
in Connecticut, Maryland,
Vermont, Indiana, ·New York,
Wisconsin,
North
Dakota,
Nevada, California, Washington,
Oregon, and Hawaii.

(Abo\t) "".-w.n t~ '-)&hoo.com (Btlow) www.obllmaforillinols.rom

Barack Obama captured the most votes of any politician in
llllnols history and became the only Black senator currently
serving In the United States Senate.
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What are Students Reading?
BY T. TAMARA DURANT
Contributing Writer

For every interest imaginable, there is probably at least
one magazine to accommodate the interested. From Bible
Review to Hustler, there is a
magazine out there for almost
everyone.
Titles such as Essence,
Ebony, XXL, Source, Glamour
and SLAM are among the popular magazines named by Howard
students. Women at Howard
seem to enjoy magazines geared
toward the Black female demographic.
Junior computer science
major Tonja Alexander enjoys
reading Ebony because "it offers
a variety of topics that appeal
to Black women." Alexander
feels that Ebony "deals with
real issues of family, health and
relationships that affect Black
women."

Senior
biology
ma] or
Millicent Brown says that when
she does read magazines, she
likes Essence for its beauty tips.
Many nlales on Howard's
campus share an interest in certain major magazines. Maxim,
King and Black Men topped the
list.
Senior physical therapy
major Ralph Allen is one of these
people. "I like Motor Trend, Car
and Driver and Black Men. The
first two I like because I'm really
into cars, like what's new in the
car industry. Black Men tells you
what females like and what guys
should do for the ladies," Allen
said.
Malcolm Williams, a senior
biology major who cited Popular
Science and Maxim as two of
his favorites, said that the two
publications appeal to his interests. "I like FHM, Maxim, XXL
and Popular Science because
they suit my interests," Williams
said. "I like science and I love

women."
Williams' diverse interests
in magazines illustrate an idea
that many students agree with:
magazines reflect the personality traits of the reader.
Sophomore
AfricanAmerican studies major Omare
Kinsey said, "You probably won't
go to the gym and find someone
reading Time. They'll be reading
SLAM, or like a bodybuilding
magazine."
For the most part, there
are some magazines that many
Howard students, male and
female alike, enjoy reading such
as Vibe and Source. This may
be because these magazines are
directed toward an urban audience and include topics that students at Howard can relate to.
Kinsey, who cited Source,
Vibe, SLAf.1 and Kicks (a sneaker
magazine) as some of his favorites said, "I like anything that I
can identify with."
Sophomore political science

Lyfe's Struggles

major Sonja Lajuste agreed. "I
like Ebony, Vibe and cooking
magazines. I like them because
I can relate to them more. The
subjects interest nle."
This may also explain why
so-called ''White" magazines
aren't as popular \vith Howard
readers as "Black" ones.
Aeja Washington, a junior
public relations major. listed
Allure and Vibe as hvo favorites and cited Cosmopolitan as
her least favorite. "I don't like
Cosmo," Washington said. ''It
has too much sex. Also, it deals
with White women. The polls
and articles are geared toward
White women."
Allen dislikes the magazine
"Money" because he feels that
he can't relate to it. "l feel that it
deals more with the \Vhite man's
systen1 than business. It seems
like you have to almost be at
millionaire status to relate to it."
By contrast, Allen said, ..With
Black Enterprise, all you have to

Contributing Writer

Chester "Lyfe" Jennings is two years
removed from a lengthy stay in the
federal penitentiary. The very skilled
singer/songwriter/producer and self
taught guitarist developed his style in
prison, of all places. Lyfe first began
to express himself through music as
a kid in his church choir and later
helped form a group with his cousins
and older brothers called The Dotsons.
The group splintered a few years later
and all members took different routes.
Lyfe's path happened to be one that led
to much self-exploration and growth.
"I came up like most cats. I did
some things [and] went down for 10
years unlike a lot of cats. But I had a[n]
opportunity to reintroduce myself to
myself. I got a chance to get my plan
together. When you do a dime, man
that's change, so that change should
bring about change." In Lyfe's case, a
lengthy prison term evoked a ferocious
hunger to bring his plaintive messages
of struggle to anyone who'd listen.

Sony recording artist Lyfe is a talented guitar, bass and piano player.
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FASHION
Glamour
ENTERTAINMENT
XXL
SPORTS
SLAM
WOMEN
Essence
MEN
King/Maxim
ENERALINTERES
Ebony

A Legend in the Making
videos and televised shows.
dancer/singer in che last 30 ye lrs.
"I'n1 a 25-year-old dude going "I alw·ays used to watch [l\lichael
through dating just like everybody Jackson] on TV when I was a kid. I
John Legend is one of the new- else is going through it. It's a little dif- just wanted to be like him. I wanted
est breathes of fresh R&B is humble ferent now, but this stuff just started to be on stage dancing, singing, doing
yet confident about his role. 'Tm not happening to me. Most of my dating my thing. I wanted to be a star.~
John is well on his wa~ to being
saying I'm the savior for it, but I think life has been just tiying to struggle,
one of the things I think is missing is being broke, being whatever I was at a legitimate celebrity, but he envisions his career taking a route simigood song writing - just strong, clas- the time."
A simple earful of his harmo- lar to those who amaze us with tlleir
sic song writing. There's not a lot of
that in R&B right now. Most of it's nious, resounding voice is enough nimble fingers and powerful voices.
pretty stagnate and boring. I'm tryna' to make one realize that .John is "I think my carec.r ts !'lore like a
Stevie Wonder type, like
make it 1nore interesting."
the kind of Yibe I come
Twenty-five-year-old
with musically. The kind
singer, songwriter and
of aura people get from
producer John Legend
me is more of that side
has used his nlellifluous
- kind of an artist, singsound to attract thousands
er, songwriter, pianist
of listeners over the past
type of thing, like Donnie
year. The Chicago native
Hathaway or Stevie. But
benefited greatly from his
[l\1ichael] was definitely
guest appearances on two
one of the people I would
of 2003's most critically
look up to as a kid."
and commercially successAccording to John,
ful hip-hop albums: Kanye
the aforementioned artWest's College Dropout
ists as well as his relaand Jay-Z's The Black
tively new school vocal
Album.
counterparts at Roc-AHe's now poised to
Fella records influenced
release his own major
Get Lifted. "The first half
solo debut, Get Lifted, and
of the album is more like
hopes to become a permahip-hop based- more
nent fixture. "Overall it's a
talking 'bout the difficult
feel good album and most
issues people go through."
of the subjects are pretty
By the end it gets more
positive. The first part talks
spiritual and romantic.
more about relationships,
"That's the more... like
like the hard part about
the bedroom side of the
relationships - like infidelalbum. It'll cover the
ity, cheating. But it's all in
gambit I think."
kind of like a fun way."
"" \\. johnl~t:nd.('()111
Set for a Dec. 28
John's feelings about
John Legend teamed up with Kanye West on several
release, the record feathe lack of dynamic lyrsongs on his forthcoming album Get Lifted.
tures production by himics in R&B prompt him
self, Kanye West and his
to turn the everyday hapcousin Devaughn Harris,
penings to himself and his
loved ones into soulful songs for com- influenced by some of the best. He Will-I-Am and long time friend Dave
mon folks. "[I write about] things I'm counts as one of his most 1nemo- Tosser. Judging from what he has
going through, things nly friends are rable performances a recent solo at offered thus far, Get Lifted will make
going through, issue.s that come up, BET's tribute to legendary soul sing- John Legend a household name. For
conflicts that come up in relation- er Smokey Robinson. And, though more information visit www.johnleships." Although he has gained face dancing seems to be the only thing gend.com.
recognition because of his enormous not included in his repertoire, John
talent, John prefers to write from was inspired to become a profesthe point of view he held prior to the sional musician by arguably the best
BY MICHAEL IVEY, JR.
Contributing Writer

BY MICHAEL IVEY, JR.

do is be a Black entrepreneur."
Not only is there a division
between Black and White interests in magazines, there are also
differences m appeal created
by gender. In reference to the
men's magazine Maxim, Brown
stated, ''I feel like the women
that they put on the covers are
overly touched up by computers
and their articles aren't of any
importance...
Williams, who finds it impossible to relate to any magazines
geared toward women, said, "I
have never read an article in one
of those magazines that was of
any importance to me. It seems
like all they're about is cheating
men and not being able to find
a man."
Luckily for \Vi11ian1s and
everyone else, there seems to be
magazines to satisfy everyone's
curiositie~. interests and concerns.
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P. Diddy Makes Big
Moves on 5th Avenue
BY RE'NEISE FRANCIS

News, said, '1'he arrival of Sean witness history taking place.
Jean on Fifth Avenue is yet Although Bonney-Kwawu says
another affirmative statement she was filled with pride for
Pioneers Russell Simmons, that his clothes have achieved a Puffy's achievement, she was
Daymond John (FUBU) and broad appeal beyond their hip- also surprised with the store's
modest beginning: "It is a humCarl Williams (Karl Kani) set the hop roots."
A year of planning went ble foray into the retail busitrend of merging hip-hop with
fashion; but many fashion crit- into building the store in order ness." She explained that since
ics would testify that Puffy cat- to meet the expectations of everything P. Diddy does is usuapulted so called "urbanwear" long awaiting friends, fans and ally huge and spectacular, she
into mainstream fashion. Proof industry heads. Many celebrities said she expected the store would
reflect
the
of P. Diddy's
same. Bonneyurban influence
Kwa\.VU went
on mainstream
on
to
say
fashion is evident
/
"Although the
in his new retail
store's
intestore. Along with
rior was not
breaking ground
as lavish as I
on the runway,
expected, it is
P. Diddy is turnstill extremely
ing heads in the
substantial
retail industry by
because it is
opening his first
the first of its
free
standing
kind".
Sean John store
Bo n neyon Fifth Avenue
Kwawu
was
in New York
not the only
City.
one proud of
Producer
this hip-hop
and music icon
accomplishturned fashion
ment. People
icon Sean "P.
Magazine
Diddy" Combs
quoted
P.
launched
his
Diddy
saySean John clothing, "I'm from
ing line in the
Harlem, 100
spring of 1999·
www.seanjohn.com
According to the Music mogul P. Dlddy can be credited with bringing hip-hop blocks away,
and for me
Sean John web- into mainstream fashion.
to be here is
site, Puffy creamazing. I'm
ated the apparel
line to fill a void in the market visited the store in support of with the big boys now."
The Sean John flagship
for sophisticated fashion for- Diddy's major accomplishment,
ward clothing that also embod- including Vivica Fox, Tommy store resides on the southeast
ied the style of the urban hip- Hillfiger, Ludacris, Venus and corner of 41st Street and Fifth
hop community. The site also Serena Williams, Wyclef Jean, Avenue, directly across from the
states that the lifestyle of Sean Naomi Campbell, Paris Hilton, New York Public Library and
John caters to the "sophisticat- Tyson Beckford, and Lil' Kim Bryant Park. Along with its sigjust to name a few. The open- nature clothing line, the store
ed urban man."
Since its debut in 1999, the ing of the store kicked off the will also include Sean John sunclothing line's sales have sky events for New York City's fall glasses, men's accessories, frarocketed enabling Sean John fashion week, but more impor- grances, small leather goods,
to transition quickly from an t<intl~, it set a landmark in his- men's grooming products and
urban label into an international tory. Sean John will be the first a line of home decor accessobrand. P. Diddy completed his Black owned, hip-bop inspired ries. Greg Anderson of InSite
Development, Inc. (the comrites of passage into the main- retailer on Fifth Avenue.
Aba
Bonney-Kwawu, pany hired by Diddy to build
stream world of fashion during
the 2004 Council of Fashion Howard University professor the Manhattan store) said in
Designers of America (CFDA) and founder of the Aba Agency a statement "The Sean John
when he won the award for Best (an image development and store, like the line, infuses its
Menswear Designer of the Year. fashion consulting agency), vis- street roots with the quality of
Lore Croghan, business ited the store and stated that a Madison Avenue boutique to
writer for the New York Daily she was proud to be there and reflect the timeless style of New
Contributing Wnter
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Dance
Theatre
Of
Harlem
May Be
Forced
To Close

•••· n. ,..~1bta1~.urkm.com

Due to low funding, many dancers at the
Dance Theatre of Harlem have been forced to
find new work.

BY NAILAH BYNOE-SEABRON
Contributing Wfiler

The Dance Theatre of Harlem (DTH) has
been the center for technical and artistic training
in classical ballet for African-American students
for the past 25 years. Co-founded in 1969 by
Arthur Mitchell and the late Karen Shook, the
Dance Theatre of Harlem is a widely acclaimed
cultural institution, which combines multi-cultural and neoclassical ballet with over 125 works
in its repertoire. With the recent closure of the
company, all 44 dancers have been laid off and
all performances and school classes have been
cancelled for the 2004-2005 season.
11itchell started the Dance Theatre of
Harlem as a pledge to the Harlem, New York
community following the death of Martin Luther
King. Born in 1934, Mitchell was the first Black
principal dancer of a classical ballet company of
international standing, the New York City Ballet.
Mitchell, sometimes referred to as the J ackie
Robinson in the dance world, began the Dance
Theatre of Harlem as a school for 30 students in
the summer of 1968. It was the first Black classical ballet company.
In a place that is home to the Harlem
Renaissance, the Harlem Boys Choir and the
Harlem School for the Arts, the Dance Theatre fit
into the Harlem world of Black culture and art.
The Dance Theatre of Harlem School, which is
housed on 152nd Street in Harlem, went through
a $75 million renovation and expansion in 2992.
When Mitchell spoke of Harlem, he said, "It's
where we always return and where so many
dreams blossom and come true." Besides the
world-renowned Dance Theatre of Harlem company, the school also offers open classes, workshops in urban cities across the nation and a program called "Dancing Through Barriers," which
reaches out to different communities through
educating in the arts.
Senior dance major Amber Mayberry said,
"DTH is so important, because there are so many
people who have not seen Black classical bal-

lerinas. Most people see and enjoy seeing Blacks
doing mostly stereotypical Black dance; they
don't want to see Blacks in point shoes."
• The African Diaspora inspired many of the
features performed by the Dance Theatre of
Harlem. MSouth Africnn Suite," MCreole Giselle"
and ··Dougla" were just some of the many pieces
that depicted the tradition of African-American
culture along wilh displaying technical classical
ballet. According to dancetheatreofharlem.org,
DTH was the first American cmnpany t operform
in South Africa after a 30-year cultural ban was
lifted.
Mitchell was trained under the world famous
dancer and choreographer, George Balanchine,
who is said to be the father of neo-classical ballet. The neo-classical art form combined with
Black culture made the Dance Theatre of Harlem
the company that it had become. In 1971, the
New York Times called the Dance Theatre of
Harlem "one of ballet's nlost exciting undertakings." The company was also inducted into the
Kirov Museum, becoming a great legacy of dance
in Russia.
Lela Sewell-Williams, the assistant curator of manuscripts and dance archivist in the
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center holds the
Dance Theatre of Harlem in the highest esteem
for Black dance. She said, "I adore classical ballet, especially on Black bodies... , I cherish DTH
because of what it represents historically. It's
more than technical art, more than a company;
it serves as an institution of rn1powerment for
Black dance."
The hiatus of the 2004-2005 season is similar to the one in 1990, when the company was
forced to close due to financial difficulties. 11any
students feel that the support the Dance Theatre
of Harlem deserves is not being given.
Mayberry said, "DTH does not receive as
much funding, credit and recognition as a lot of
these other Black ntodern companies, because
people don't support classical Black dance."

,
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ATTIT lTD J·~

Take time to live;
It is one secret of success.
Take time to think;
It is the source of power.
Take time to play;
It is the secret of youth.
Take time to read;
It is the foundation of
knowledge.
Take time for friendship;
It is the source of happiness.
Take time to laugh;
It helps lift life's load.
Take time to dream;
It hitches the soul to the stars.
Take time to worship;
It is the highway to reverence.
Take time to pray:
it helps bring God near and
washes the dust of earth from
our eyes.

The longer I live, the more l
realize the impact of attitude
on life. Attitude, to me, is more
important than facts.

w"w.JUhantlda1ly.com

Bursting out of the Murder Inc. camp and straight onto
the Billboard charts, Ashanti Douglas is no stranger to
success. With a new album set to be released next month,
Ashanti has a new style to match.
Introducing a more so1 ·histicated style, Ashanti looks
more beautiful than ever. She's graced the cover of the new
VIBE Magazine, made guest appearances on different videos and shows and now she's ready to step back on the R&B
scene with her highly anticipated album, Concrete Rose.
She's talented, beautiful and sophisticated. Her style, as
well as her music, is only getting better with time.

Erica Williams

-Unknown

It is more important than the

past, than education, than
money, than circumstances.
than failures, than successes,
than what other people think or
say or do. It is more important
than appearances, giftedness,
or skill. It will make or break a
company...a church...a home.
The remarkable thmg is we
have a choice every day
regarding the attitude we will
embrace for that day.
We cannot change the fact that
people will act in a certain
way. We cannot change the
inevitable. The only thing
we can do is play on the one
string we have, and that is our
attitude...
I am convinced that life is 10%
what happens to me and 90°/o
how I react to it. And so it is
with you...we are in charge of
our Attitudes.
-Charles Swindoll

Former Baseball Star
Ken Camini ti Died of Drug
Overdose
According
to
11SNBC
Sports, a drug overdose killed
former National League MVP
Ken Caminiti, who admitted to
using steroids during his playing days and tested positive for
cocaine days before he died.
Tissue and toxicology tests confirmed Caminiti's cause of death
as "acute intoxication due to the
combined effects of cocaine and
opiates." So far, his death is considered accidental.

idly growing flu epidemic.
According
to YAHOO!
Health, 16 "accine companies
and health officials from the
United States and other large
countries have already agreed to
attend the sum1nit in Geneva,
Switzerland, on Nov. u, said
Klaus Stohr, influenza chief of
the United Nations' health agency.

U.S.
Warn s
About
Mal e Sexual Enhancement
Products
According
to YAHOO!
Health,
consumers should
FDA: Olive Oil May be not purchase or consume the
Good for Yo ur Heart
dietary supplen1ents Actra-Rx
According to the FDA, foods or Yilishen because they concontaining olive oil can carry tain an active prescription drug
labels saying they may reduce ingredient that can inte1act with
the risk of coronary heart dis- other prescription drugs and
ease, citing limited evidence result in dangerously low blood
from a dozen scientific studies pressure, the U.S. Food and
about the benefits of monoun- Drug Administration warned
saturated fats.
Tuesday.
As long as people don't
Actra-Rx and Yilishen are
increase the number of calories sold on the Internet as treatthey consume daily, the Food ments for erectile dysfunction
and Drug Administration con- and for enhancing male sexual
firmed a reduction in the risk performance.
of coronary heart disease when
These products contain prepeople replace foods high in scription· stn•ngth quantities of
saturated fat with the monoun- sildenafil, the active ingredient
saturated fat in olive oil.
in Viagra. Sil<lenafil can interact
with some prescription drugs
WHO calls Summit to that contain nitrates and cause
Speed Up Flu Vaccine
significant lowering of blood
The
World
Health pressure.
Organization (WHO) has called
a meeting of all flu vaccine makCompiled by
ers to speed up plans of the rapErica Williams
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Buffalo Wings, Beer and Sunday Football
BY AUSTIN WALTON
Contributing Writer

Imagine a typical Sunday afternoon
in November at a local bar in Silver
Spring, Md. A group of friends walk into
the bar chit chatting about who will pay
for the beer this time. A few feet away,
a beautiful young woman is giving an
older man orders about what she wants
from the menu, while she holds a tall
glass of Long Island Ice Tea in the other
hand. Country music is turned up to 13
on the sound system, but the television
is drowning out the music. Everyone
has come to "Buffalo Wings and Beer
Bar" this afternoon for one reason. They
came to see the Washington Redskins
play against the Green Bay Packers on
one of the many TVs in the bar that is
showing the game.
The bar is fi!led to capacity with
Redskins replica players' jerseys being
worn by fans who want to show their
loyalty. Other loyalists are wearing burgundy and gold shirts inscribed with,
"Gibbs is Back," referring to Redskins
Hall of Fame Coach Joe Gibbs returning to coach the team after an 11-year
retirement.
"I gotta pee," announces an overly
\i.\\\\.1m.a~c~-~ouf!k.com
enthusiastic man, who seems to be on
his sixth beer of the day. He walks Buffalo wings have been a longstanding favorite with many NFL fans and are tempting appetizers for any game.
across the room towards the bathroom They can also be used as a spicy weapon for supporters of the opposing team.
and stumbles over a stool that stands
bar smells like stale cigarettes and old an old jukebox located in the center of One of the Packers fans rises from his
in his way. As the man approaches
the bar starts to scream at one another seat, throws a scorching hot French
beer."
the bathroom, another man leaves the
A group of Packers fans sitting near as the Redskins take lead of the game. fry at his friend and then mocks him
bathroom and yells at his friend, "This

because he is in pain. The Packer fan
then shows his commitment to his team
by rudely gesturing a finger to everyone
in the bar who is applauding the touchdown by the Redskins.
A young attractive waitress
begins to bring out a steaming plate
of spicy, hot, red Buffalo wings, which
takes some attention away from the
game. She looks like one of the many
University of Maryland college students
who work in bars and restaurants in the
D.C. Metropolitan Area. I·Ier expression
is very determined and her attitude is
professional. She seems to be an independent student and works in a bar to
pay for school, an apartment, car loan
or any other payments common to 20year-olds.
A disgusted "Touchdown," scream
comes from one of the Redskin fans
with a "Gibbs is Back" t-shirt as the
Packers score a touchdown and regain
the lead of the game. Fans respond to
the touchdown by beginning to exit the
bar as the game begins to come to an
end.
Some Packers fans begin to flaunt
victory signs in the air, in an attempt
to get a reaction out of the Redskins
fans. Even though the Redskins lost
the game to the Packers on this fateful
afternoon, there still is hope for this
ongoing season with those last three
words still hanging in the air, "Gibbs
is Back."

Bison to Spoil S.C. State's Homecoming
BY JOHN SCHRIFFEN
Contributing Writer

Miami's
Diesel Brings
Punch To
The Gallon
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

Shaquille O'Neal has officially pulled into town. The Diesel
airbraked into his new Star
Island home in Miami, paused
for the cameras and donned
his fiery number 32 jersey. The
cameras have now pulled back
and Miami's newest hero is revving for the regular season.
Shaq, who is seemingly the new sheriff in an NBA
East that boasts the defending
champs Detroit Pistons, the
Indiana Pacers and little else,
enters his 12th season in the
league. Heat Head Coach Stan
Van Gundy has assembled a
mixed bag along with the NBA's
most dominating force. Shaq is
backed by veterans Eddie Jones,
Christian Laettner and a budding star named Dwayne Wade.
Wade, who played his first season in the NBA last year, is only
getting better and should thrive
with O'Neal in the middle. For
the rest of the NBA, Shaq has
decided that he would like to
add three more championship
rings to the three that he already
owns before he retires. That is
scary.
Miami's newest tanker has
also had some bodywork done.
Shaq's weight rose to a hefty
375 pounds last season and,
after being told to trim some
weight, the All-Star center is a
leaner 327 pounds. The combination of the most fearsome and
physically intimidating center in
league history and the lighter
Wade, should add a legitimate
core that Southern Floridians
haven't seen before. Wade, who
averaged 16 points a game in
61 appearances for the Heat last
season, also bagged 18 points a
game in the playoffs.
For Shaq, the situation is
familiar. He has had relationships with talented guards in the

Morale is high amonge the Bison
players after beating Norfolk State last
Saturday, but they are now faced with
the daunting task of going into Bulldog
Stadium this Saturday and pulling off
an upset in front of a raucous homecoming crowd.
"We match up well against [South
Carolina State]," Howard's head coach
Ray Petty said. "I think that if we go in
and execute and do the things that we
are supposed to, and not turn the ball
over, then we can go in and probably
come out of their homecoming with the
victory."
Turnovers have plagued the Bison
all year. Their four game winning streak
was snapped two weeks ago when they
committed five turnovers against North
Carolina A&T. In last week's win, the
Bison were successful mainly because
they did not turn the ball over once during the course of the game.
"The [North Carolina] A&T game
was a disappointing loss to us. If we
had won the A&T game then we would
be sitting in a tie for first place," Petty
said. "If we had protected the football
then we definitely would have won the
A&T game."
Now the Bison also have a quarterback dilemma on their hands. In last
week's win, the coaching staff decided to
bench the usual starter, Marcos Moreno,
in favor of backup quarterback Antoine
Hartfield. Petty likes Hartfield's ability to run with the ball, but feels that
Moreno has a better understanding of
the offense.
"I had four interceptions the week
before and it hurt the offense," Moreno
said. 'Tm just working harder now, trying to get my starting role back.
Petty has not made a decision yet on

Bears Claw at Volleyball
Team Senior Night

Colbert, Bethea,
Dror Receive
MEAC Weekly
Honors

BY KONAHE JERNIGAN

Special to The Hiiitop

Roland "Jay" Colbert has been named MEAC
Offensive Player of the Week (photo courtesy of
All Pro Photography).
Roland "Jay" Colbert has b~en named t.1idEastcm Athletic Conference Co-Offensive Player
of the Week, Antoine Bethea is the Defensive
Player of the Week and Noam Dror bas been
named Special Teams Player of the \Veek.

-··-·- -----·----- ....

\11 f>ro Ph1)hWOlPh)

Safety Antoine Bethea continues his stellar
2004 season.

---------

Bison to a low four kills. The
Bison picked up 13 errors as the
game ended in Morgan State's
The Women's Volleyball favor: 30-14.
The refreshed Bison took
team lost to the Lady Bears of
Morgan State University (MSU) to the floor as game two began.
this past Tuesday on an evening Morgan State managed to steal
reserved for seniors. The eve- the first point, but Howard's
ning began with excitement as defense gained the first Bison
seniors Brittany Williams and point and possession of the ball.
Crystal Amedee were honored at Battling back and forth, the Bison
their last home game. The Lady took the lead: 8-5. The Bears
Bison began the series with a then clawed their way back, as
shaky start, peaked in games two they took control of the game
and three, but could not shake and the lead: 18-22. A kill from
the ironclad composure of the junior Kollin Hoskins turned the
game around sending Howard
Lady Bears.
on
a run.
Game one was a total upset
for Howard. The Lady Bears
came prepared as they held the
See SENIOR, Sports 85
Hilltop Staff Writer

BY ED HILL

See SHAQ, Sports 86

-

to be tough to go in there and run,"
Petty said. "We are going to have to be
able to throw the ball a little better this
weekend."
That doesn't mean, however, that
the Bison will abandon their whole running game, which has been the base of
its offense all year. Last week, senior
running back Jay Colbert had an impresive day running for 197 yards and four
touchdowns.
Defensively, the Bison will have their
hands full trying to stop the Bulldog's
balanced attack. On the ground last
week, reserve tailback Deshawn Baker,
who was filling in for Coty Martin,
rushed for 160 yards and a touchdown
in the win over Delaware State. In
the air, the Bulldogs have two talented receivers in Tavarus Morgan and
Rondreika Darby who are both capable
of making a big play at any moment.
It will be up to Bison defensive backs
·\ntoine Br>thea and Ronald Bartell Jr
to shut them down.
Bethea was recently honored
as the MEAC defensive player of the
week when he recorded eight tackles, a
forced fumble that set up a touchdown,
and three pass breakups. Colbert was
named MEAC Co-Offensive player of
the week and punter Noam Dror was
named MEAC special teams player of
the week.
Howard currently sits in fourth place
in the MEAC conference at 2-2, while
SCSU is in a three-way tie for first with
Hampton and Bethune-Cookman - all
Rodnr) l'it rtt
three have one loss. If the Bison hope to
With another 197 yards last week and four more touchdowns, senior "Jay"
take the MEAC crown they would have
Colbert has rushed for 806 yards and eight touchdowns on the year. He Is
now the leading rusher In the MEAC.
to win their last three games and hope
that the winner of the Hampton vs.
who will be the starting quarterback this time, but it is crucial due to the added Bethune game this weekend gets anothweekend, but he said that both Moreno importance of the passing game against er loss. But that scenario is the furthest
thing from the Bison players' minds. As
and Hartfield have been taking an equal the Bulldogs.
number of snaps in practice. A decision
"They are the nu1nber one defense Bethea said, they are just trying to take
will probably not be 1nade until game in the conference right now so it is going things one game at a time, starting with
South Carolina State.
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The MEAC: Providing a Benchmark for Competition
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as these have not gone unnoticed among those outside of
the conference, including professional scouts. Many former
MEAC players compete in the
National Football League (NFL)
and Canadian Football League
(CFL). In 2003, 25 players from
Division I-AA teams at MEAC
member institutions made the
final NFL Rosters.
Along with the success of
football and basketball programs in the MEAC, track and
field has also been a competitive
sport in the conference. North
Carolina Central University finished fourth in the 1974 NCAA
Division I Track and Field
Championships. One of their
stars, Larry Black, impacted the
global scene as a member of the
1972 Olympic gold medal winning 400-meter relay team.
During its short existence, the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference has grown from an
idea in the mind of a group in
Durham to a competitive league
of 11 historically Black institutions impacting the national
and global sports world.

the first MEAC team to play
Central and Maryland
Contributing Writer
in the Division I Basketball
Eastern Shore withdrew
National Tournament and
at the end of the year.
a year later, the Lady Bison
The start of the 2004-2005 Maryland Eastern Shore
basketball team matched
football season marked the and Morgan State were
that
accon1plishment,
beginning of the 35th year of readmitted in 1981 and
becoming the first MEAC
operation for the Mid-Eastern 1984 respectively and
women's team to particiAthletic Conference (MEAC). In Coppin State College was
pate in a NCAA Division I
1970 the MEAC was established, admitted in 1985. After
Tournament of any sport.
just a year after a group met the addition of Hampton
The Howard soccer team
in Durham, N.C. to discuss the University in 1995 and
has been selected to play in
organization of a new athletic Norfolk State in 1997, the
seven NCAA playoffs since
conference consisting of schools MEAC gained its current
membership of 11 institu1971, winning the Division I
along the Atlantic coastline.
National Championship in
Seven institutions took part tions.
By that time, the con1974 and making another
in the inaugural MEAC footappearance in the champiball season in 1971: Howard ference had already estabonship game in 1988, and
University, Delaware State lished itself as a competiin 1993, the Bison became
College
(now
University), tive force in the National
Athlet' c
the only MEAC football
University of Maryland Eastern Collegiate
team to finish the regular
Shore, Morgan State University, Association (NCAA). On
season undefeated.
North Carolina A&T State June 8, 1980, the MEAC
Other notable MEAC
University, North Carolina met the NCAA requiresuccesses include South
Central University and South ments to be classified as
Carolina State reaching the
Carolina State College (now a Division I Conference
second round of the I-AA
University). However, within and has since qualified for
championships two years
its first 15 years of existence, automatic berths in the
All rro Pho1ogniphJ
in a row (1981 and 1982)
there was much shifting of the NCAA post-season tourna- The MEAC has given players like Ronald Bartell Jr. a chance to shine.
ment for numerous sports
and Morgan State appearmembership of the league.
ing in the Division II chamIn 1979, Bethune-Cookman including I-AA football,
pionship in 1979. MEAC
Throughout the years, ference on the national scene
College and Florida A&M men's and women's basUniversity were voted into the ketba11, baseball, softball, men's Howard has played a major role by being the first to accomplish teams have also competed in
MEAC while original members and women's tennis and volley- in setting the standard for the many feats. In 1981, Howard's nine NCAA-sanctioned bowl
Morgan State, North Carolina ball.
MEAC and establishing the con- men's basketball team became games. Such accomplishments
BY CARYN J. GRANT

Diesel Fuels South Beach
SHAQ, from Sports B4

past. The first relationship was
with Penny Hardaway during
the solid years of the Orlando
Magic in the mid nineties. The
second was a less magical marriage between Kobe Bryant
and O'Neal while in L.A. Both
ended in less than sour fashion
after initial success. Both have
been learning experiences for
the gargantuan action hero.
So, for Miami Heat fans,
the possibility of postseason
glory is underscored by a relationship. It is a relationship
etched between a 32-year-old
center who pounds the inner
court with his 7'1 frame and

his made-for-television character, and a second-year player with deceptive quickness.
For O'Neal though, the third
time may just be different.
"D-Wade," as he is known
by his inner-circle of friends,
is married with a two-yearold son and has been called
a "throwback" by Pat Riley
for his selflessness and hard
work. After a rough summer
in Athens on the U.S. Olympic
basketball team, Wade swallowed hard and began to concentrate on his role with the
bruising O'Neal. Even during the press conference to
introduce O'Neal to the city,
Shaq referred to the Heat as

"Dwayne Wade's Team."
Months later, and in the
wake of a bitter and publicly
explicit parting between the
center and his former teammate Kobe Bryant, a new season has peaked from beyond
the horizon. Shaq now spends
his time on an opposite coastline to the younger Bryant and
is eager to conquer an NBA
East division that has been
traditionally weak in recent
years. With a flaming white
and orange jersey similar to
that found on a 70s hot-rod,
the Miami fan-base will hope
that this Diesel is safely parked
in South Beach.

Howard Women Second, Men Fourth
In Cross Country Championships
BY ED HILL
Special to The Hilltop

All l-~1 )lt).Jh)G~;t.fhy

Cross Country runner Cordis
Stanfield.

The Howard University
wo1nen's team finished second and the men fourth in the
2004 11-fid-Eastern Athletic
Conference Cross Country
Championships this past
Saturday in Greensboro, N.C.
The women's team, which
was the hvo-tin1e defending
champion. tallied 50 points to
place second behind Han1pton
University with 41 points.
Tasha Harris, the twotin1e individual chan1pion,
placed fifth with a time of
19:32.0 and she was followed
by Ashely Vann (19:37.7) and
Indira Garcia (19:40.7) who

placed sixth and seventh,
respectively.
Charisse Bullock finished
with a time of 20:14-4 to place
13th as the Bison had four
runners in the top 15.
The men·s tean1 finished
with io1 points to place
behind Florida A&M (68),
r.taryland Eastern Shore (49)
and champion Norfolk State
(42), which captured its fifth
straight title.
Leading the way for
Howard was Cordis Stanfield
who clocked in at 27:20.7 good
for seventh place and Juma
Osman, who was clocked at
28:10.7, for 15th place.
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For non-nurse college graduates
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Anniversaries at Howard
'
JAHDAI LOCKSLEY DAWES I

For the recently passed
Howard homecoming, many
alumni made their way back
to the Mecca to celebrate anniversaries of many kinds. Some
were here to celebrate the anniversaries of bands, graduations,
fraternities, sororities and even
sports. Although I enjoyed most
of the activities held during this
jubilee of sorts, I regretfully held
several anniversaries of my own
in the illustrious Carver Hall.
This was the second year that
the ceilings of the showers stalls
on my floor collapsed, as drywall seems not to be the most
reliable material anymore. In
addition to the shower s nafu,
my water fountain has not
worked since I entered the dorm
on Aug. 11, 2003. Although I
have brought this up at numerous dorm meetings, this situation has yet to be rectified.
Finally, the most in1portant
anniversary is the celebration of
the umpteenth year that Carver
has not had a wheelchair ramp

on its grounds. I call it a celebration because something
that reoccurs, does not change,
or is established, is celebrated.
Not having a ramp in Carver has
reoccurred for countless decades,
has been fully established and
has remained unchanged. It
almost seems like we are not
only celebrating discrimination
of our fellow man, but also noncompliance with the American
Disability Act of 1990.
It is truly heartbreaking that
a business would treat its customers in such a contemptuous
manner. Last year, when I was
helping the freshmen movt> into
Carver, there was a gentleman
who, due to a lack of a ramp,
was sitting on the sidewalk in a
wheelchair while a young male
of obvious relation was moving
into the dorm. He would have
continued to sit there too, for no
one offered to make any accommodations for him. Fortunately,
it started to rain causing a man
from environmental services
and I to make a haphazard ramp
to get him out of the rain.

As Hilltop statistics have

clearly shown, there is a clear
disparity benveen Black males
in college and Black males
incarcerated. Imagine investing
time, money and travel into a
university and it has not made
the proper provisions for you to
even enter the building and are
left on the outside looking in
because the institution has not
provided the necessary facilities
for you to enter like a normal
human being.
Such blatant disrespect for
basic provisions must not continue. I regret that there is a need
to write this perspective because
I have brought this before many
administratqrs over the course
of the last year. Before we can
achieve "Leadership for America
and the Global Community," we
need to first practice our core
values of leadership, excellence,
truth and service here on our
own campus. Next year, I sincerely hope the university will
not be celebrating any more of
these "anniversaries."

DR. M!tRACKEN
AND I REMAIN
~A~IWATED &Y
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Bin Laden's Speech Critically Reviewed
maybe a few other places. The
bottom line is that in all cases
This was a peculiar read. there were already people living
On one hand, I was like "Wow, in these places, consequently,
I can finally hear his rationale." people would have to be disWhen I read it, I found it very placed. The site also talked
incoherent. But one thing was about the non-Palestinian negoclear: he has a problem with the tiations as it came to establishAmerican-Israeli alliance. His ing the State of Israel, an activposition is that the oppression ity heavily backed by the US and
that the State of Israel is putting Britain. In all, the UN made it
on the Middle East, Palestine clear that the Israeli transaction
and now Iraq, which is support- was fundamentally unjust, espeed by the United States, is the cially in its application, similar
fundamental problem.
to the establishment of the U.S.
Now, by no means can I against the will of the indigesupport what Osama bin Laden nous people of this hemisphere.
did on 9-11 and I cannot supWhat am I saying? Two or
port what Israel is doing to the three wrongs are not right; they
Palestinians with the United are all wrong. Israel, the U.S.
State's unwavering support. and Osama are battling each
I also cannot condone what other and all are loosing. Israel
we are doing in Iraq, Haiti, has to stop the occupation, the
Venezuela, Cuba and many U.S. has to stop the occupation
other unreported places around and imperialism, Osama and
the globe. Democracy and sov- clan have to know that killing
ereignty appear to be situation- folks is not going to stop the vioally defined and applied to the lence. The killings will instead
rest of the world by the reign- perpetuate into
infinitum.
ing super-hegemony, the United
The irony of it all is that
States.
people are living their mytholoA few years ago, I decided to gies by playing out the Bible and
learn about the State of Israel. Koran right now! Armageddon,
I found myself on the UN's the Apocalypse, the Inquisition,
(United Nations) website. The and a Jihad, are being recreatUN traced the establishment ed. They are at hand, to believand political reality oflsrael, and ers and even the non-believers.
their analysis was quite radical. This will always be the case
They loosely said Israel's cre- so long as there are believers.
ation was arbitrary in the sense This is a problem in all faiths.
that they entertained establish- Even those who do not believe
ing a state in Africa, Brazil and are being ruled by people who
ADRIAN TAYLOR
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do. Bush and Kerry are believers; Bush the more fanatic
divinely inspired of the two.
Beyond the injustices of the
world, these holy books need to
be critiqued and possibly rewrit ten. Life and nature in itself are
enough of a mystery, so much
that we do not have to believe
in the creatures of the earth
fitting in an arc, parting seas
and God choosing one ethnicity
against all other's as the chosen people of the world. Either
we all chosen or none of us are.
Scientists can attest to the
wonders of the unknown, they
all admit that knowledge is provisional and that we have limits.
For believers and non-believers,
we need a new definition where
God is within all. The definition should say that says the
kingdom is to come through
our love of each other, beyond
race, class, gender, greed, difference and national boundaries. I am talking about A
New World Order of sorts, one
that is critically against many
of our current divisive trends.
It is up to us, and yet
we must be ever-vigilant. and
fight the fight every second. We
should fight to live up to our
individual, national and global
ideals. Because, if there is a
devil it can be found in the mirror. The real beast is us, when
unchecked!

•

There's More to Us Than
Cornbread and Greens
KAROLYN ELSKOE

the article, which appeared in
the C section in a later edition,
I am not a Howard a \Vhite s tudent named Chad
alum. However,
my
sis- Bis hop talks about what he has
ter, cousin, uncle and many learned about Black culture at
dear friends are Howard Howard and mentions eating
alumni. I support Howard greens mixed with cornbread
through the Combined Federal with his fingers ns part of Black
Campaign so I trust that you culture.
will let me have my say.
Since when has eating
I am concerned about an arti- greens mixed with cornbread
cle (..At Black Colleges, New with your fingers become
Terrain") by Avis Thomas- a part of Black culture? Mr.
Lester that appeared on the Bishop is certainly not getting
front page in the early Sunday an education at Howard if he
edition of the October 3 1 confuses eating pork chops
Washington Post.
with hot sauce and greens
I believe Avis Thomas- with your fingers as culture.
Lester is African-American. In Besides, I have certainly never

eaten greens (or seen any of
my Black friends or colleagues)
mixed with cornbread "ith my
fingers. Even if eating greens
with one's fingers were true,
that activity is not culture.
I therefore find his referring to these activities as Black
culture offensi\ e. ?\Ir. Bishop
is ignorant to the meaning of
culture. His comn1ent might
ha\'e been more accepted as
ignorance if he were a student
at a historically \Vhite college
or university. It is a shame
that even at a majority Black
school, Mr. Bishop just has not
gotten it.
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